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Pray for
Mni Wiconi
(Water of Life)
Indigenous voices
from the frontlines

Forest Jahnke
Program Coordinator

Below are the main two interviews
conducted and compiled over the last
few months in a journey from the Driftless to Standing Rock Reservation, and
back again. The full article, with descriptions of camp life and many powerful experiences there, can be found on
our website, crawfordstewardship.org.
On my first full day at the Sacred Stone
camp, I conducted my main interview
with Lakota/Dakota elder Robert Eder
Chante Ohitika, known around camp as
“Uncle Rob”, as we helped move yurts out
of the floodplain.
“I’m a builder,” Rob comments to me,
tugging at ropes, “Hey! Y’all need to tape
all these seams down, or the wind will
undo everything!”
“How do you feel about the Army Corps
setting the ten day evacuation deadline?”
I ask.
“Look, I’m a direct descendent of two
treaty-signing chiefs, and I have family
who lost homes down there when they
stole the land from us. I can tell you that
not one indian has ever been paid for the
land the government stole from us down
there, and yet they claim it is theirs and
tell us what to do? Where’s the respect? I
am a US Marine veteran. We won wars for
this country with our language, so where’s
the ‘equal protection’ we fought and died
for?”
Pray continued page 3

Rachel Rebman, Cory Redfield, and Andrew McComb water monitoring Tainter
Creek in Star Valley.

Take action for
positive change

Meg Wise
Community Outreach Coordinator
After so much focus on the elections and
feeling helpless, or perhaps motivated, by
everything, now is a good time to remind
ourselves that there are many ways to be
a good citizen. Not only is it important to
keep up the pressure on all our elected representatives, but we make decisions every
day in our kitchens, communities, and conversations that have impacts on the world
around us.
‘Tis the season to support projects you
believe in by volunteering! CSP and many
other organizations and agencies in the
area offer plenty of volunteer and citizen
science opportunities.
CSP has a few water monitoring sites in
Crawford County, we are aware of other
regional needs, and are happy to welcome
more volunteers. As a volunteer, you will
have the opportunity to be immersed in
nature while also doing important work as

a citizen scientist. Take time for yourself,
or bring along your friends and family!
CSP is indebted to our water quality monitors and all volunteers who make it possible
for us to continue promoting democracy
within our communities and continuing
our work towards environmental justice.
This spring, CSP and Valley Stewardship
Network, who is also always welcoming
new volunteers in Crawford and Vernon
counties, will be jointly hosting two Water
Action Volunteers trainings for new and
continuing monitors. The first training will
be on April 29, 10 a.m. - 3 p.m. at Nature
Nooks in Viroqua and the other will be on
May 6, 10 a.m. - 3 p.m. at Mother Earth
Green Center in Steuben.
Valley Stewardship Network also offers
educational workshops throughout the
spring, summer, and fall such as workshops on soil, amphibians, forest diversity,
etc. You can find more information at valPositive change continued page 2
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A huge THANK YOU to all our volunteers and collaborators who gave unprecedented hundreds of
hours to CSP projects over the last year!

Volunteers
Glory Adams
Sylvia Attleson
Chris Balustreri
Barb Bangert
Shelly Brenneman
Ellen Brooks
Jason Burkum
Spark Burmaster
Kathy Byrne
Paul Byrne
Connie Champnoise
Deb Conlon
Adam Cox
Diane Craig
Carol Dagnon
John Delaney
Driftless Brewing Company
Edie Ehlert
Freaks of Nature
JoAnn Gonos
Kerry Grant
Dave Hackett
Lorie Harms
Monique Hassman
Fred Hausler
Brendan Heberlein
Omaru Heras Ornelas
Bill Hiller
Debbie Hiller
Lumen Hobbins
Rob Horwich
Bob Jackson
Forest Jahnke
Rikardo Jahnke
Lamar Janes
Judith Jellies
Maggie Jones
Rachel Jovi
Kathy and Jim Kachel
Gloria Kapp
Mickey Keeley
Carol Anne Kemen
Jack Knight
Cindy Kohles
Eli Kramer
Peg LaMartina
Shirley Levinson
Linda Lieb
Dani Lind
Jim Luhning
Tom Lukens
Eli Mandel
Becky Martin

Sara Martinez
Andrew McComb
Medicine Brothers
Dave Mezera
Dewey Moore
Jane Mussey
Christine Myhr
Jennifer Nelson
Scott Noe
Kay O’Brien
Bob Oettinger
Cynthia Olmstead
Johanna O’Tigham
Eloise Pearson
Ilana Pestcoe
Marinella Pro
Nicole Rakobitsch
Rachel Rebman
Cory Redfield
Barbara Regnery
Michael Riddet
Shelley Roberts
Kelvin Rodolfo
Lynda Schaller
Joe Schwarte
Ken Stark
Michael Steinmetz
Mary Stirling
Kathleen Sullivan
Sara Tedeschi
Bob Van Hoesen
Michael Varnes Epstien
Annie Waitzman
Gereon Welhouse
M’Lou Wilkie
Meg Wise
Ashley Young		
Project Collaborators
Friends of the Lower Wisconsin
State Riverway
Gays Mills Public Library
Legion GIS
Leuther Laboratories
Midwest Environmental Advocates
Prairie du Chien Public Library
Socially Responsible Agricultural
Project
Soldiers Grove Public Library
Sustain Rural Wisconsin Network
Valley Stewardship Network
Viroqua Public Library
Wisconsin Farmers Union
Wisconsin League of Conservation Voters
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leystewardshipnetwork.org/solutions/workshops/.
CSP has also been working
with Connie Champnoise and
Debra Schwarz from Richland
Stewardship Project to form
a water monitoring program
around a newly expanding, over
5,000 Animal Unit dairy operation along the Wisconsin River.
CSP also offers other volunteering opportunities such as
writing letters to the editor, attending meetings/hearings and
commenting on proposed bills
and permits, helping with setup or snacks for events, and
contacting your representatives
and senators.
If any of our volunteering opportunities inspires you or if
you would like to know more,
please don’t hesitate to contact
Meg Wise, Community Outreach and Water Quality Program Coordinator, by email
mwise@crawfordstewardship.
org or by phone 608-632-9410.
Another great way to make
positive change within our
communities is to support your
local sustainable farmer. It is
important to support local family farmers to make their profession a more viable way of living,

as well as for our health and the
health of the land and waters. It
was once common knowledge
where our food came from and
how it was produced, but in
the age of the global industrial
food economy, more steps must
be taken to ensure we are supporting socially responsible and
sustainable agricultural practices.
Grab a Farm Fresh Atlas for
the area and find a Community
Supported Agriculture farm
share that you might want to try
out this summer! Or go to one
of the many regional farmers
markets! We promise you the
experience will be fun, fulfilling, and delicious! In Crawford
County, there are weekly farmers markets in Ferryville, Gays
Mills, and Prairie du Chien. For
more information on all farmers markets, refer to the CSP
community calendar.
These actions will get you outside and promote appreciation
of the natural world while also
helping everyone in our communities connect over shared
values of clean land, air, and
water. Thank you for supporting an active community.
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In Spirit Rob Horwich
We love you, Rob.
Thank you for
everything!
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Pray from page 1
I shrug, at a loss for words.
“We know the history and what
this country was built on: blood.
We are serious now. I was here
since day one and before, I’ve
gone through three of my own
teepees, my truck, and we’re
not going anywhere. The water
for the [Standing Rock Sioux]
Rez will be contaminated in 15
minutes when this thing breaks
and the wildlife and the people
will all be harmed. We have
the right to defend our freedoms. The right to assemble
and lay our grievance down.”
“And yet,” I chime in, “the Standing Rock Tribal Council has told
people to go home. What do you...”
“They don’t speak for the people!” Rob cut in, “As we speak,
there are petitions going around
to impeach every one of them.
If you’re not down for the water
and the children, you don’t speak
for us. If the government is not
protecting our rights then it is
our duty to take it back! That’s
what they’re afraid of. Same with
your government. If the government says they won’t protect us
from foreign interests who will
poison our water and despoil
our burial grounds, America needs to step up and say,
‘then you don’t need the job!’”
“That’s for sure.” I nod, “And another institution that I don’t feel
is doing its job well here is the
media. That is part of the reason
for my coming here and this interview: to find the truth on the
ground that is now being either
ignored or sensationalized.”
“Yes, we’re looking for a little
truth in journalism. That is why
we have been recording everything here. So you can see the
footage of people with the right
to be there and pray and assemble, being threatened and
beaten by men with guns and attack dogs and riot gear. And the
stories of alcohol and druggies…
sure when you get thousands
of people there will be some
of that, but what I see around
camp is a lot of prayer, solidarity, love, integrity, and respect.
We’re here to come together and
stand up for our environment.”
“And what do you think
that looks like for those

who
can’t
come
here?”
“Divest…” Rob pauses, “and pray.
Pray for America. Pray for the
water. Pray for Mother Earth.”
“Aho.” I agree, reflecting on how
even the most politically savvy
and pragmatic warriors, like
the man in the US Marine hat
and American Indian Movement camo jacket in front of me,

July with Honor the Earth and
Nahko Bear of Medicine for
the People, who will perform
concerts before, during, and after the ride. The waters of life
threatened by this pipeline include Lake Superior and Ojibwe
rice beds throughout Northern Wisconsin, and the Namekagon, St. Croix, Chippewa,

Not afraid to watch, statue at Sacred Stone

keep coming back to this central
theme.
And it was a transcontinental
prayer with a Lakota grandmother, that would send me
home from Standing Rock with
a new mission: to bring forth the
story of the people of my land...
A couple weeks later, I sat in
the home of Bill Greendeer, a
friend, elder, key figure in the
Ho Chunk Nation’s struggles
with frac sand mining, and instigator of the recent introduction of the rights of nature into
the Ho Chunk Constitution. Bill
lives just outside of Ontario, in
the heart of the Driftless, and
was, to me, the clear choice of
a messenger for the indigenous
people of our land.
Bill had also been out to Standing Rock, with Winona Laduke
and Honor the Earth, a couple
months before me. “It’s the same
story happening all over.”
He sighed, and began telling
me about Enbridge’s corridor of
four pipelines cutting through
the heart of Wisconsin. A fifth
“Twin #66” pipeline is proposed
to join the others, increasing
crude oil flow to 3 million gallons per day, triple that of the
proposed Keystone XL pipeline.
Bill walked the entire 520 miles
of the pipelines in just over a
month last summer to bring attention to it, and plans a horseback ride along the route this

Wisconsin, Fox and Rock rivers.
“I actually discovered a six acre
mound group near Nekoosa,
the Marsh House Mounds,
which are over two thousand
years old, right on the pipeline
route.” Bill tells me. “There is a
pregnant bear mound, a water
spirit mound, a square containment mound, and many more,
but Enbridge sent someone out
there who said there was nothing
there, so they cut the pipelines
right through the mounds. The
battle we are having now is to get
the Wisconsin Historical Society
oﬃcially recognize them.” Bill
would update me a month later
that the Marsh House Mound
Group has been oﬃcially recognized by the State Historical
Society!
Then there were the stories of
the pollution of the air, land,
and water from the frac sand
mines in the area... too many to
recount here. “The whole area I
grew up on is pretty much destroyed by frac sand mines and
cranberry bogs. They say, 75%
of the frac sand used around the
world comes from right here in
Western Wisconsin.” Said Bill,
quoting an estimate I am all too
familiar with. “I even heard Nestle is snooping around the Driftless area hoping to bottle and
export water. That is why I’m really hoping that recognizing the
rights of nature works. So we can
start to protect the things that

really need it.”
“I was really happy to see the
support that recognizing the
rights of nature got from the
beginning.” Bill continued on
further prompting. “I got a lot of
the language from Mari Margil,
who has worked with municipalities and nations on this, then
I went to the tribal lawyers before bringing it up to the Tribal
General Council. Almost everybody understood it and it passed
with huge support. Now the legislature is making final adaptations so it can be added into the
constitution.”
“That’s really inspiring.”
“We really care about this
land. The Ho Chunk have been
through seven forced removals, but we always came back.
Sometimes we’d even beat the
US troops back. And some of
our families escaped into the
marshes and were never caught.”
It really moved me, the way
Bill, and so many of the indigenous people I spoke to, talked
about our brutal history, our
ecological crisis, and resistance
to injustice. Their understandings are profound and tied to
this land in a way that is difficult to comprehend for those
of us whose ancestry ties us to
disrupted cultures in far-flung
lands. And yet their words stir
something primordial within us,
for we all come from indigenous
peoples, and we too can reach
back into ourselves and find that
connection with the earth, the
water, the air, the fire, and the
spirit of the land we live on. And
to do that, as I was told again
and again, we need to pray.
We need to pray and live our
lives responsibly, according to
that prayer, honoring and being grateful for all the gifts that
shower down on us. Our culture
is new to this land, and humans
as a whole are new to this land,
so let us listen to those who have
been here, reverently watching
and listening to it for millennia.
After being silenced for so long,
it is time for the indigenous
people of the world to lead with
their wisdom. I pray that the
dominant culture is ready to
learn.
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Update

Local progress!…and state stagnation

Forest Jahnke
Program Coordinator
Crawford Stewardship Project
has always focused locally and
regionally, but every year starts
off with a bang in the Wisconsin State Legislature. This year
we’ve once again been drawn
out of our Driftless enclave to
support our allies in protecting
our water from further mismanagement (or complete lack
thereof) by the state.
February 8, CSP Coordinators Meg and Forest joined with
upwards of 400 people at the
State Capitol for Citizens’ Water
Lobby Day, organized by our allies at Sustain Rural Wisconsin
Network (SRWN). This event
brought dozens of groups from
all across the state together
around the many issues we are
seeing with water quality and
quantity, in somewhat hectic,
but inspiring and truly citizenled grassroots action. It has
been fulfilling to watch SRWN
grow from an offshoot of our
own organization, gathering
similar grassroots groups under
the same umbrella and support
network, to an active leader in
statewide policy conversation
and public opinion.
March 15, Meg and CSP Board
President Edie went back to
Madison on short notice to testify at the hearing against the
latest high-capacity well deregulation bills, SB76/AB105.
These bills have - so far - failed
to pass due to our united grassroots opposition, but are high
on the priority list for industrial agricultural interests and
are now being rushed through,
given joint hearings, and have
been slated for a secret paper
ballot vote. We can only hope
that the hearing room full of
impassioned Wisconsin citizens
with science-based comments
trumps the hundreds of thousands of dollars in lobbying and
donations spent to pass this bill.
As we have in past, CSP Coordinators have also promoted,
supported, and attended both

Forest and Meg, CSP Co-Coordinators in the Wisconsin
Capitol for Citizen Water Lobby Day
WI Farmers Union Farm and
Rural Lobby Day on February 28th, and the WI League of
Conservation Voters Conservation Lobby Day on March 29.
These organizations are great
allies, set up streamlined lobbying efforts for folks to get involved with, and, most importantly, care as deeply as we do
about clean water and fair rules
that stand up for people and the
environment.
While we struggle with the
state, more expansions are going in all around us. In December, Schmidt Dairy along
the lovely Wisconsin River in
Richland County was given the
go-ahead to expand from a little
over 2000 animal units to over
5000 animal units. CSP submitted our comments about this expansion being located in an area
listed by the statewide groundwater susceptibility map as one
of the most vulnerable in the
state, while also sharing our experiences with Roth Feeder Pig,
also along the Wisconsin River.
We are now supporting and
training folks on the ground
there for their plans of water
quality monitoring.
We have been reporting our
own Nutrient Management
Plan (NMP) reviews of the
largest livestock operations in
Crawford County to our Land
and Water Conservation Com-

mittee and are happy to report
that we are seeing some clarifications on the review process
being passed by the committee.
Pending County Board approval, Crawford County will be
requiring some additional information from operators when
they get their initial permits
and requiring annual checklists
to verify that NMPs are being
followed. This local progress,
as the state and federal government abdicate responsibility
and become unresponsive to
citizen-based groups like ours,
shows the importance of thinking globally and acting locally.

Swenson, Economic Development Specialist from Madison, other grazing groups and
agency representatives, including Ron Ofte of the Wisconsin
Meadows Grass Fed Beef Cooperative and Cynthia Olmstead
of Kickapoo Grazing Initiative,
Vance Haugen and Adam Hady
of UW-Extension, many farmers, a traveling butcher and two
veterinarians. Many groups
and individuals contributed to
the event, including advertising and food preparations from
Meg Wise and Edie Ehlert of
Crawford Stewardship Project,
cooking of Mike’s own pork for
lunch by K of WaterCrest Cafe,
among others.
Since then, we are happy to
report that Mike has launched a
new pastured pork co-op called
Driftless Area Back to the Land
Co-op. Crawford Stewardship
Project is excited to support
and promote a new agricultural
producers’ cooperative, marketing a sustainable, delicious, and
valuable local product. Well
managed pasture-based agriculture is a way for our local
farmers to produce high-quality, high-demand, food from
our land, while managing the
land and animals in a sustainable way.

Happy pastured pigs in Crawford County!
On the local front, on Dec. 7,
pastured pig farmer Mike Mueller led a meeting on raising and
cooperatively marketing pastured pork, pulling together a
diverse group of about 40 people from the region. Attendees
and presenters included Jeff

Mike is currently seeking producers in the Driftless region. For more information or to join, contact
Mike Mueller on his cell
phone at (608) 412-0725.
The email address is backtothelandco-op@gmail.com.

Karst campaign

Update
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Balancing study, advocacy, and education
to protect our land and water

Forest Jahnke
Program Coordinator
We’ve created most of our initial maps and continue to make
progress on our karst survey, but
there is much left to do! We are in
the process of pouring through
other relevant studies, tracing
fracture patterns, and planning
all the layers for our groundwater susceptibility map. We are still
consulting with many partners
on this project, as it begins to gel
from a sea of raw data, and while
doing things this collaboratively
may take time, we believe the final product will be better for it.
We are deeply grateful for the financial support of Save the Hills
Alliance in this project. Their initial grant, along with the many
generous donations by caring
individuals, was invaluable in
getting us this far, and we are in
the process of applying for an additional grant to bring us across

the finish line.
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has found concerning levels of karst areas. Therefore, Professor
nitrates and coliform bacteria Emeritus Kelvin Rodolfo wrote
in private wells, and in Lafay- and Crawford Stewardship Projette County, fairly extensive ect is actively promoting a peti-

tion to the legislature to include
southwest Wisconsin in any special “groundwater management”
or “sensitive resource” areas created by the state. Paralleling this,
we spearheaded a campaign to
get similar resolutions passed
in karst counties across the
state through presenting karst
resolutions at the annual Conservation Congress sessions.
If successful, this might give us
the leeway to raise our standards
beyond the restrictive one-sizefits-all state Livestock Siting Law.
In karst areas, we need special
considerations to adequately
protect our health and welfare
and that of the water.
But while we wait on painfully
slow government agencies to realize these basic truths, we won’t
be sitting on our hands! See the
back page for info on our July 15
Karst Exploration in Prairie du
Chien!

Pattison Sand’s expanding Clayton Mine

Regional mining
Meg Wise, Community
Outreach Coordinator
Though we were seeing many
mines scaling back or shutting
down when we sent out our last
mining update, sand prices and
demand are on the rise. As oil
prices rise again, so will silica
sand mining in our area to supply the fracking industry. According to the Freedonia Group,

Update

Inc., an industry market research
company, the hydraulic fracturing industry “will remain the
fastest growing market for silica
sand on a global basis through
2020.” According to Raymond
James Investment group, prices
per ton will rise along with demand by 60 percent.
Since our last update, the Clayton County, Iowa, Board of Ad-

justments approved a 746 acre
zoning variance for the Clayton
mine to expand underground
with minimal conditions, though
many folks attended the hearing
to bring up many concerns under time constraints, including a
lawyer hired by Say No for Now.
These serious concerns include
groundwater contamination and
air quality near the underground

mine.
The Board of Adjustments was
the final county authority able to
put in place any reasonable conditions on this rezone from Agricultural to Heavy Industrial, as
the county-commissioned study
committee had recommended.
A motion was set to postpone
vote until January to allow more
time for study and debate, but
Mining continued page 6
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Return service requested

Crawford Stewardship Project, in partnership with
the Prairie du Chien Public Library brings you our annual:

karst geology exploration!
July 15, 2017 • 1 - 4 pm • Prairie du Chien City Hall (214 E Blackhawk Ave)

Standing at
the edge,
we learn
first hand
about
sinkholes!

Join us in Prairie du Chien for another
exciting and educational exploration of
our karst geology! We will start off the
day with a presentation by Professor
Emeritus Kelvin Rodolfo, move on to dig
through local “Rockman” Phil Burgess’
impressive collection of stones and fossils, and then we’ll get outside to see
area karst features in the landscape!
Light refreshments will be provided at
this free and open event. These are
always a great time for all ages, so bring
your whole family!
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there was not a second. The
approval for the variance was
decided unanimously.
Though there has been little
activity at the Bridgeport mine
in Crawford County, it is expected that there will be soon,
with possibilities of more expansions or new proposed
mines to meet the projected
demand growth. In the rush
to move more product, we’ve
already seen a sand car train
derailment right in Prairie du
Chien on March 29.
As the industry ramps up
again, we must be more vigilant than ever. Prairie du Chien
Township still lacks a non-metallic mining ordinance, and
we are waiting for even one
concerned citizen from there
who we can help to move this
forward. It is far better to be
proactive, as we were in most
of the county, as opposed to
reacting to a permit with no
ordinance on the books.

Want to share the Stewardship Newsletter with friends, family, or co-workers? Contact us anytime for more at
608-735-4277 or contact@crawfordstewardship.org Also available for free download at crawfordstewardship.org

